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Previous articles in this series have looked at classical influences on modern architecture and 
design. The languages spoken by the Greeks and Romans have also survived in many ways and places. 
They may be 'dead' in a technical sense, but Greek and especially Latin are very much to be 
seen today in the world around us. Greek  can  occasionally be spotted.  A Greek  motto 'half is more 
than all' is displayed on the coat of arms of a pub  at Patrington (E.Yorks) and  you may have seen the 
Colt Sigma on the roads. In churches IHS is often found. It is the first three letters of 'Jesus' in Greek. 
And IXOYS is the Greek acronym for 'Jesus Christ son of God Saviour'. Christian groups often use a 
drawing of a fish as an allusion to this acronym. But our culture is based on Greek only at one remove. 
Latin,  both classical and medieval, is much more important. 
 

Aut disce aut discede 
 
Schools and universities make a fairly obvious place to start the search for Latin. The university of Perugia 
proclaims its purpose  under  the  Latin  name  studium  genera /e.  International gatherings of classics 
teachers are aptly named Colloquia Didactica Classica , and the very word campus  is pure Latin. Whatever 
their native tongue, students at Innsbruck  can  surely have no difficulty in locating  that most essential 
of buildings,  the refectory, with the word mensa displayed in huge letters on the side. In a similar vein is 
the  delightful pub  Ad  fundum in Gent.  The  boys of Winchester College are left in no doubt as to why 
they are there by the warning: 'learn or quit'. And what school does not have a gymnasium? 
 
In the sphere of music and the arts we have the very word museum itself. Symphonia  is a popular name 
for orchestras,  who also affect such titles as Musica  Antiqua and so on. There is a journal called 
Speculum musicae  (or 'Music Mirror'), and we are all familiar with Latin carols. 
 
The world of  science is full of Latin, from  the  word calculus  in maths to the Latin names of the elements  
still used in chemistry. Botanists and  zoologists make constant use of  the  Latin  names  given  to  plants  
and  animals  by Linnaeus in the eighteenth  century,  as shown on British stamps. On the fringes of science 
the signs of the zodiac are ever present,  whether as the names of shops (eg Gemini) or as pub  names  (a bar  
at  Birmingham New Street  Station, near the Bull Ring, is called Taurus). 
 

Non slbl sed omnibus 
 
Latin abbreviations are commonplace  and most will be familiar. The origin of some may be less so. 'No.', 
for example,  is from numero, and  bus is short for omnibus, a vehicle (or magazine!) for all. One coach 
firm  is certainly aware of the public nature of its service, for its motto is non sibi sed omnibus. And  did  
you  know  that  the  sign  '&', known as the ampersand or 'and per se', is an abbreviation for et? The 
question mark'?' also has an interesting origin, being a stylized form of the initial letter of quaere, the word 
which a medieval monk would write in the margin of a manuscript when he felt there  was an error  to 
check.  To save time the word was abbreviated  to its first letter with a stop to show that  it was shortened. 
'Viz.' came about  in a similar way, being short for videlicet, at first shortened to vi followed  by  a  squiggle.  
When  printing  arrived  the  only thing that could be found to imitate the squiggle was a letter z. There is 
also the international car registration CH, which is short for Confoederatio Helvetica. 
 
Numerals too are a form of abbreviation and there are plenty of Roman  ones around  today,  from  those 
on clock faces and the sovereign's number  on a post box (E II R) to the year in the copyright notice at the 
end of a television programme. 
 
Time   has   given   us   many   Latin   expressions   such   as a.m./p.m. or even millennium. A shop called 
Anno Domini presumably  sells up-to-the-minute goods  and  the  Vesper Gate pub in Leeds may well get 
its name from its proximity to Kirkstall  Abbey where once vespers were sung each evening. Of the twelve 
months of the year, we call the last four  by their  pure  Latin  names,  while Dutch  has  five in Latin and 
Magyar nine. 
 
Time and place go hand  in hand and there  are plenty of  place  names  based  on  Latin  - Bognor  Regis,  
Huish Episcopi,  Toller Porcorum  (a neighbouring town now manufactures Porcorum  Sausages!), Weston-
super-mare or Saint  Malo's  Intra Muros,  and  many  more.  Twin villages may  be  known  as  Magna  and  
Parva,  or  in  the  case  of Wendens,  Ambo. Exit and via are very familiar  and yet are pure Latin. As for 
getting somewhere, a Vademecum might be  useful, and  in several European countries  signs direct one to 
the town Centrum. 
 



Mottoes have already been mentioned  and could easily occupy several articles  by themselves. Here are  just 
a few especially appropriate ones: Arridet aridum (the Yorkshire Water  Authority);  Domus Arx CertiJsima 
and luvare et protegere (a  building  society and  insurance firm  respec tively);  and  this  fine  example  
from  a  London   brewery: Usque ad mortem bibendum. 
 

Cornucopia, Familla, Pallnurus 
 
The  world  of  business  and  commerce  is  well  supplied. Agenda  heads  numerous  sheets  of paper  and  
Cornucopia suggests that  this  is the shop to use if you want  plenty of choice of items for your kitchen. 
Ladies in Harrogate shop at Femina while their  younger counterparts in Rotterdam no doubt  patronise 
Filia. One imagines that  the very latest merchandise  is  available   at  Ultima  while  Habitat  also 
proclaims the nature of its wares. Look at the rim of the lid the next time you use a jar of jam -the odds 
are that it was made by the Omnia Co of Rugby. Product  names abound - Vim, Nivea, Amo  (soap), 
Familia (muesli)  and  many more. Car manufacturers are equally fond of Latin names: Magnum, Viva, 
Audi (a translation of the German name of a director  of the firm).  And  what  of Volvo? The Swedes 
insist that it is Latin, but translation presents a problem: if it is active it must mean 'I push it' (hardly 
appropriate!), so perhaps it is a middle use meaning 'I roll along'? 
 
The  gods  and   other   personalities   both  Greek   and Roman are well-remembered.  The goddess of the 
hearth  is immortalised  in matches and convenience foods (Vesta). Clothes-conscious   men  in  Delft  shop  
at   Adonis,  while similar  Englishmen  in Leeds and  Rugby can  visit Apollo. We all use an Atlas from 
time to time and the people of Bradford  find out  what is going on in the Telegraph and Argus  - 
clearly  a  paper   with  an   eye  on  everything. Manchester has a jeweller called Midas and Oxford a shop 
for  bric-a-brac aptly  named  Pandora. Venus  seems  the obvious name  for a beauty  salon  while 
Prometheus is the name of a Budapest  gas service. Palinurus is recalled here, perhaps less appropriately. 
Absit omen. 
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